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BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT, UNIT 2

PIPING ANALYSIS CALCULATION PROGRAM

INSPECTION REPORT 50-260/89-44

OCTOBER 16-27, 1989
,

,

1 BACKGROUND

Tennessee Valley Authority's (TVA's) special program for piping and supports

mentation of Office of inspection and Enforcement Bulletins (IEBs)past imple-was developed to address concerns identified with regard to TVA's
79-02 and

79-14 (References 1 and 2). This program involves the inspection and evaluation
of all piping systems covered by the scope of the bulletins (except torus-
attached piping) and the identification and implementation of requirep restart
modifications. The program also calls for the completion of all analyses and
modifications to design criteria by the end of the next (Cycle 6) refueling ,

outage.

TVA's piping and support program was initially described in Section III.3.2
.

of the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant (BFNP) Nuclear Performance Plan (Reference 3).
TVA provided additional details on the proposed program plan as an enclosure to
its letter deted April 8,1987 (Reference 4). The NRC staff's position on
the program plan was presented in a March 17, 1988, meeting with TVA (Reference
5). The resolution of issues related to the piping and piping support design
methodology was discussed in meetings with TVA in June and September 1988
(References 6-9). Additional discussions on the implementation of the piping
and support design methodology were held with TVA in December 1988 and January
1989(References 10-12).

TVA had originally proposed to implement the piping and support program in two
parts. The first part would involve the completion of the rigorous analysis of
35 percent of the piping systems covered by the scope of the program. The

second part would involve an evaluation of the remaining 65 percent of the
piping systems for generic attributes identified from the completed rigorous
analysis (Reference 13). In a subsequent submittal to the staff (Reference 14).
TVA revised its proposed program plan to require the completion of all Browns
Ferry Unit 2 piping and pipe support calculations within the program's scope
before Unit 2 restart. This change eliminated the second portion of the program.

An NRC inspection team had reviewed TVA's piping and pipe support design criteria
and the implementation of the IE Bulle, tin 79-14/79-02 program during an'

inspection at Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation's (SWEC's) offices
in Cherry Hill, New Jersey from January 23 through February 3,1989. Several
unresolved items concerning TVA's design criteria were identified during the e

inspection. The results of that inspection are documented in NRC Inspection
Report 50-260/89-15(Reference 15). Several of the unresolved items concerning
TVA's design criteria were closed in a subsequent inspection of TVA's small-
bore piping and instrument tubing programs. The results of that inspection are
documented in NRC Inspection Report 50-260/89-36(Reference 16).

.
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2 INSPECTION SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES

The purpose of this inspection was to review TVA's implementation of the IE
Bulletin 79-14/7bO2 program. The review included program implementing
procedures, piping and support calculations, and TVA's technical audits of its
contractor work products. In addition, the inspection included special reviews
of TVA's development of control rod drive (CRD) criteria and reactor recircula--

tion loop time-history analysis. The inspection also included a review of TVA's
actions on unresolved items from previous NRC inspections.

3 SUMMARY

During the inspection, the team identified Aeven new open items and discussed
them with TVA. Most of these open items involve specific calculation and
program implementation deficiencies for which corrective actions are required.
TVA should submit a response that contains a description of the propcsed
corrective action and the results of the implementation of the corrective
action for each open item. The new open items identified during this inspection ,

are charactcrized as unresolved items in Appendix A of this inspection report. |

During the inspection, the team reviewed TVA's corrective actions for unresolved i
'

items identified in Inspection Reports 50-260/89-15 and 50-260/89-36. On the
basis of the review of TVA's corrective actions and/or additional information4

supplied by TVA,12 unresolved items from the previous inspections were closed
during this inspection. In addition, on the basis of a recent letter from TVA
(Reference 17), one additional unresolved item was closed after the inspection !

was completed. Seven unresolved items from the previous inspections are still |

open. For some of the unresolved items still open from the previous inspections, !

TVA's actions had addressed the original concern; however, on the basis of tha
review of the implementation of the corrective action, the team identified !

additional concerns. The results of the review of the unresolved items from I
'

previous inspection reporte is documented in Appendix B of this inspection report.
Those items which require an additional TVA response are identified in Appendix B.,

'

|

4 DETAILED INSPECTION FINDINGS

The inspection findfiigs and conclusions for each area of the review are
'

;

provided in the following sections. Appendix A lists all new open items
identified during this inspection that remain unresolved. These items remain
open pending TVA's submittal documenting the completion of the corrective f

t

actions and the results of the completed actions.'

1

4.1 Piping Analysis

TVA stated that, as of October 15, 1989, the scope of the IE Bulletin 79-14/79-02
program included 189 large-bore piping proble.ns and 41 small-bore piping problems
that had been rigorously analyzed. In addition TVA stated that 10 piping problems

.

originally identified by SWEC had been eliminated from the program scope. The |

team considers some of the piping problems that had been eliminated from the '

i

program scope an open issue requiring further review (Unresolved Item EMG-033).
'

In addition to the 10 pipe stress problems originally identified by SWEC. TVA
stated that it proposed to change the seismic classification of portions of two
additional piping systems. TVA stated that the classification of a portion of

-2-
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the drywell control air system would be changed under 10 CFR 50.59 and that
portions of the Browns Ferry Units 1 and 3 fuei pool cooling would not be ;

!seismically qualified. This is also an opea isst.e requiring further review*

(UnresolvedItemEMG-033). |
I

The inspection activities with regard to pipng analysis focused on the
following four areas vital to TVA's program effort *

l
I

(1) procedures and procedural control of work

(2) transition of engineering contractors and information flow between TVA
and its contractors (this is discussed in Section 4.3)

I

(3) performance of calculations
!

(4) quality assurance technical audits |

The team's review of samples of documents pertinent to these areas is described ,
'

lin the following sections.

4.1.1 Procedures

TVA and its contractors use numerous procedures and project instructions to*

control work on safety-related systems and components. The team reviewed a
sample of these procedures to verify that revisions to which TVA had previously
consnitted had been incorporated. The team made spot checks to determine if
current revisions of procedures were being used in ongoing work and if criteria
changes had been incorporated into completed calculations. The sample review
included criteria documents, sections of the TVA Rigorous Analysis Handbook
(RAH), and general engineering procedures. The followfng documents were
included in this sample:

Document Rev. Date Title / Subject

Project Engineering Guideline - StressPEG-001 1 -

Desktop procedure

| NEP 3.1 1-PCN4 3/7/89 Method of Controlling Calculations
TVA Nuclear Engineering Department procedurel

.

EDPI 4.37-38 3 1/3/89 Control of Design Calculations
Engineering Department project instruction

EDPI 4.90D-38 3 6/15/89 Preparation and Control of Design
Change Authorization

!
*

BFN-50-C-7103 3 3/1/89 TVA Design Criteria for Structural
Analysis and Qualification of Mechanical <
and Electrical Systems

BFN-RAH-100 1 3/4/89 General Handbook Policy

BFN-RAH-103 1 5/11/89 Analysis Documents and Programs

I

'
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Document Rev, Date Title /Sub.iect |

BFN-RAH-104 1 3/4/89 Problem Identification Numbers

BFN-RAH-202 0 5/22/89 Containment Penetration Modelling j

BFN-RAH-203 2 8/8/89 Piping Analysis Problem Boundaries

BFN-RAH-204 0 6/27/89 Piping System Geometry Modelling :

BFEP-CI-C3 1 4/28/89 SWEC Pipe Support Calculation Turnover
Procedure

CEB-EP 21.40 1 7/3/85 Rigorous and Simplified Analysis Handbook
Maintaining, Controlling, Revising

.

The procedures reviewed were acceptable with respect to the items examined, 4

except for the use of project engineering guide (PEG)-001. As defined in *

Bechtel engineering department project instruction (EDPI) 1.1-38, Revision 1,
'

a PEG is a document that establishes standard project methods for implementing
the governing EDPIs as well as unifonn methods of executing assigned tasks.
Bechtel representatives stated that PEG-001 was the reference source normally ;

used by engineers performing calculations on a daily production basis. The' ,

i

review of PEG-001 disclosed instances where references to criteria documents
or controlling procedures were incorrect or guidelines in the PEG could
potentially conflict with other procedures. The team also observed that TVA
technical audit BFN-CEB-89-05 disclosed other discrepancies. Since page two
of PEG-001, Revision 1, contains a statement noting that this PEG is not a
quality assurance (QA) controlled document, the team asked TVA to clarify
whether PEG use conformed with the TVA QA program requirements. Clarification
of the QA-controlled preparation and use of PEGS is an open issue (Unresolved

i

ItemEMG-034),'

i 4.1.2 Quality Assurance and Technical Audits

TVA has completed two technical audits of Bechtel since the initiation of its
contract in April 1989. Audit BFN-CEB-89-02 was conducted during June 1989,
and audit BFN-CEB-89-05 was conducted during September 1989. The first audit

~
,

identified 53 findings. TVA required Bechtel to respond to each finding with
a determination of the root cause, proposed corrective actions, and proposed

| methods to prevent recurrence. The inspection team reviewed TVA's audit plans
and findings and concluded that although TVA has performed thorough and complete"

reviews, a weekness existed in that TVA had not required definite schedules for
the implementation of corrective actions. This was highlighted by the fact that -

some corrective actions for findings from the first audit (BFN-CEB-89-02) were
not implemented when the second audit.(BFN-CEB-89-05) was conducted. Additional
TVA audits of Bechtel are scheduled for the future.

During audit BFN-CEB-89-05, TVA auditors identified several deficiencies with
regard to pipe stress problem N1-167-3RB. Although TVA performed this calcu-
lation at its office in Knoxville, Tennessee, the discrepancies were discovered
ouring the TVA audit at Bechtel since Bechtel is acting as coordinator of all
the calculations performed by both Bechtel and TVA. As a corrective action,

i
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TVA will review pipe stress calculations performed at its Knoxville office. The ,

'

team established Unresolved Item EMG-035 to track the successful completion of
this review effort.

4.1.3 Calculations

The team reviewed samples of piping analysis calculation packages. Calculations ,

!

performed by SWEC, Bechtel, and TVA were included in the sample problems listed
below:

Stress Problem Rev. Date !

N1-285-1R TVA Revision 1 4/21/89
N1-274-18R Revision 0 8/3/89
N1-274 1R TVA Revision 1 7/29/89 |.

* N1-167-3RB Revision 2 6/28/89 i

N1-174-14R Revision 0 7/14/89 j
N1-274-14R Revision 0 8/11/89

'

The team did not perform detailed reviews of computer runs for these calculations
because of a lack of inspection time. Instead, it conducted general reviews of
important aspects of the calculations so that it could develop an overall
assessment of the adequacy of the piping analysis effort. The following-

attributes were included in the review: j

l
1- geometry modeling accuracy

- nodalization and mass point spacing
|

- support location and modeling
'

|
- component modeling techniques

l - code stress evaluations

- generic effect on piping analyses of the implementation of corrective
actions with regard to previously identified unresolved items

s

.

- general conformance to procedures governing performance of '

i calculations

With three exceptions, the attributes reviewed in the piping calculations were
acceptable. The areas of concern are discussed below.

Unresolved Item EMG-016 was identified during a previous NRC inspection
(Reference 15). Part of this unresolved item dealt with a potential inter-
ference between a pipe and pipe support component. A review of stress problem
N1-274-1R (TVA Revision-1) indicated that an interference between a 10-inch *nominal pipe size (NpS) line and a 1-inch NPS line had been identified. Since
TVA had previously agreed to conduct a separate program to evaluate inter-

'
,

ferences identified during the piping analysis effort, the team asked TVA
to provide details (scope, schedule, procedures, etc.) regarding this program.
The information provided showed TVA has procedures in place to identify and

-5-
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track interferences identified during piping system walkdowns or analysis
efforts. However, the program to evaluate and correct (if necessary) these ,

interferences has not yet begun. TVA stated that this program would be a joint i

effort with two contractors and that one of the contracts had not yet been
awarded. Unresolved Item EMG-016 remains an open item until TVA provides

'

further information.

Unresolved Item EMG-026 was also identified during the previous NRC inspection.
This item dealt with the use of an uncontrolled source document in the calcula- i

tions perfonned by SWEC for piping stress problem N1-274-1R, Revision 3. The i

corrective action taken by TVA to address this open item included the consoli-
dation of all amplified response spectra data, including zero period acceleration
and relative structural displacements, into one controlled document. The
inspection team verified that this action had been completed. However, review .

of piping stress problem N1-274-1R (TVA Revision 1) showed that references to
the correct documents had not been incorporated. Incorrect ARS documents were
also referenced in Stress problems N1-285-1R (TVA Revision 1) and N1-273-6R
(TVARevision1). TVA stated that it believed that the correct spectra had :

been used in the analyses; however, the references had not been corrected. TVA :

also stated that the problems checked by the inspection team with regard to this
situation included calculations originally performed by SWEC that had not been
reanalyzed and reissued. Fourteen such piping calculation packages exist. TVA

stated that it planned a program to completely review and modify or reanalyze, '

.

if necessary, these 14 packages. Thus, although TVA's initial corrective action
in response to EMG-026 was adequate, its implementation of the corrective action

|
was not. EMG-026 remains open pending receipt and review of information from TVA
describing the details and results of its planned review of the 14 remaining SWEC

1

j piping calculation packages.

The team's review of strass problem N1-274-1R (TVA Revision 1) identified that
the instructions in TVA's Rigorous Analysis Handbook (RAH), Section BFN-RAH-311.
Revision 0, were not followed for four reducing elbows. Footnote 6 in Appendix 0
of USAS B31.1.0-1967 (Reference 18) indicates that full-sized-elbow stress
intensificationfactors(SIFs)shouldbeuseduntilmoreprecisedataareavail-
able. Since precise calculations addressing the specific component sizes were
not considered SIFs as directed by Section BFN-RAH-311 and USAS B31.1.0-1967,
Appendix D, should have been used. Proper use of SIFs is an open item (Unresolved
Item EMG-036) that TVA agreed to address with a future submittal of information.

The team also reviewed two pipe stress calculations in the IE Bulletin 79-14/79-02
program scope that contain overlap regions with pipe stress problems in the
torus-attached piping program scope. These stress problems were N1-275-4RA and
N1-274-17R. The review of the second pipe stress problem identified an open issue
with regard to TVA's use of an inappropriate thickness value to reduce stresses at
a tee connection (Unresolved Item EMG-032).

Section 4.1.3 of Inspection Report 50'260/89-36 identified a need for additional
review of the small-bore piping covered by engineering change notices to provide
assurance that this piping would be included in the current scope of tne IE e

Bulletin 79-14/79-02 program. Two small-bore piping walkdown packages
(03-803-5-08and03-803-5-14) were chosen from calculation CD-Q2003-894393
Revision 0, August 26, 1989. TVA was requested to provide two calculations,
one for each of the walkdown packages. Review of the calculations

i
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(CD-Q-2003-885440 Revision 1, September 26, 1989, and CD-Q2003-87777 Revision 2, )
October 12,1989) established thdt the piping covered by the chosen walkdown
peckages had been included in the scope of the IE Bulletin 79-14/79-02 program.

Additionally, Section 4.1.4 of Inspection Report 50-260/89-36 stated that a )
review of the final resolution of three issues identified during TVA technical ]
audit BFN-CEB-89-03 on the small-bore piping program would be included during
a subsequent inspection. The issues involved audit findings P-2. T2 and T4.
During this inspection, the team reviewed the technical finding sheets for the i

:three issues and verified that TVA had concurred with SWEC's position on the
issues that no followup action was required.

4.2 Pipe Support Calculations

The inspection activities with regard to pipe support analysis focused on
procedures, calculations, and qualify assurance (QA) and technical audits. ,

,

4.2.1, Procedures ,

TVA and its contractors use numerous procedures, criteria, and project ,

instructions to control work on the IE Bulletin 79-14/79-02 program. The
team reviewed a sample of these to check revisions made by TVA in order to close
existing unresolved items, to vs.'ify that all calculations reviewed conform to* ,

the latest revisions of these procedures and criteria, and to verify that the
design criteria and procedures confonn to TVA's licensing commitments.

The team reviewed the following documents during the inspection:

Document Rev. g Title /Sub.iect

PEG-002 3 7/22/89 BFN Pipe Support Design Guide Desktop
; BFN-50-C-7107 3 10/16/89 Design of Class I Seismic Pipe

'

and Tube Supports'

BFN-50-C-7303 2 5/15/89 Operability Criteria for Pipe and Pipe
Supports on Class I Seismic Piping

BFEP-DI-C1 0 4/7/89 Pipe Support Design Handbook
BFEP-CI-C3 1 4/28/89 SWEC Pipe Support Calculation

Turnover Procedure '
DS-C1.6.13 0 3/20/89 Design of U-Bolt Clamps for Piping

and Tubing Supports
BFEP-PI 87-76 2 1/12/89 Implementation of the Calculation

Cross Reference Information System
(CCRIS) for Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant

I

D5-C1.7.1 4 7/20/89 General Anchorage to Concrete

The team identified two concerns during this review. The first concern irvolved ,

the use of design criteria in PEG-002, which is not a QA-controlled document.
This concern with the control of the PEGS is discussed in Section 4.1.1 of this
inspection report.

1

-7-
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The second concern involved a change in design criteria document BFN-50-C-7107.
|

This change in the design criteria for gang) hanger deflection was issued afterthe NRC audit in January 1989 (Reference 15 . The change allowed the gang
hanger deflection criteria to be satisfied using the pipe loads taken one at
a time instead of the appropriate load combination (Unresolved item EMG-037).

During the inspection two additional issues relating to the consistency of the
design documents were discussed. First. BFN-50-C 7107 listed the 8th edition of
the American Institute of Svel Construction (AISC) Steel Manual as a reference 1

in regard to support design. Each Bechtel calculation, however, referenced both
Ithe 7th and 8th editions with the 8th only to be used for section properties.

TVA's response to a question about this apparent discr3pancy was that it
considered both to be acceptable and that this issue had been raised by the NRC 1

during the interim operability criteria review for seismic qualification of !

drywell steel platforms as part of the NRC staff's safety evaluation of these
criteria *. As a result of that review. TVA comitted to address the application i

of the 1978 edition (8th) of the AISC specification instead of the 6th edition. !
which was current at the time the Final Safety Analysis Report (FSAR) was written.
TVA considers this comitment to encompass the question raised above regarding

t 7th vs. 8th edition. Since this issue had already been raised, the team identi-
fied no further concerns during this inspection. However. TVA should address the
impact of the results of that review effort on the IE Bulletin 79-14/79-02 program. |

,

|

A second issue arose with regard to the procedure used to identify issued
calculations that conform to a specific revision of the criteria document when
that criteria documtnt is subsequently revised. TVA's response was that it used
the calculation cross reference information system (CCRIS), a calculation file
database system, to track calculations. The implementation of CCRIS is provided
in procedure BFEP-PI 87-76. The team identified no concerns during its review
of this procedure.

4.2.2 Calculations

TVA stated that as of October 15, 1989. 2585 pipe support calculations had been
completed and issued. Approximately 140 support calculations were' incomplete or
were a part of design change notices (DCNs) yet to be issued. The estimated
number of supports requiring repairs was 1976. As of October 20, 1989, 215
support modifications had been completed in the field. Approximately 64 SWEC
calculations were accepted by TVA as complete during the transition to
another contractor. SWEC had perfortned all support walkdowns before the
transition.

During this inspectior, the team audited 17 pipe support calculations. The audit
of three calculations included a review of walkdown packages, requests for
information, the pipe stress analysis calculation used to generate support
loads, the support calculation itself t and the DCN issued to effect the required
support modifications in the field. The remaining 14 audits focused on the
support calculations only. ,.

8-
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Each audit focused on the following areas:

calculations specifically generated by TVA or its contractors to address-

unresolved items (Reference 15)

compliance with the latest revision (Revision 3) of 8FN-50-C-7107-
.

,

reasonableness of analysis techniques'
-

correct and complete use of walkdown data |-

correct and complete references-

!resolution of unverified assumptinns-

assurance that models used for numerical calculations reflected good-

engineering jud9 ment and possessed pertinent response modes .

The three complete support calculation packages reviewed were the following:

Document Type Number Rev Date >

Walkdown package A80-890605 001 0 6/2/89-

Request for infonnation 12581 0 8/6/89
Pipe stress analysis calculation CD-02074-893812 0 8/20/89 <

Support calculation CD-02074-893303 0 8/20/89
Design change notice W4886A A 8/29/89

Walkdown package Appendix to support calculation
Request for information None required
Pipe stress analysis calculation CD-02001-88973 1 8/3/89
Support calculation CD-Q2001-882382 0 8/3/89
Design change notice W465SA A 8/3/89 ;

,

Walkdown package Appendix to spport calculation
.

Request for infonnation 20840 0 8/13/89 <

| Pipe stress analysis calculation CD-Q1067-891383 0 7/26/89
| Support calculation CD-01067-892499 0 8/28/89
; Design change notice W4596A A 10/20/89

,

|
The remaining 14 calculations reviewed including originating office, support

' type, whether it was modified, and comments are listed below. Abbreviations
stand for the following.

Knox - calculation originated by TVA, Knoxville office
BNA - calculation originated by Bechtel North American Power Corporation :

SWEC - calculation originated by Stone and Webster Engineering Corporation .

R/H - rod hanger support (gravity only) '-
WF - wide-flange beam

-9-
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Calculation Rev. Date Office ,T,ype, Modified Comments

CD-Q1067-892404 0 08/23/89 Knox U-bolt Yes 2-way U-bolt,
added 1/16" gap i

J

CD-Q1067-891144 0 08/23/89 Knox Frame Yes R/H modified to
frame |

- 00-Q0039-892073 0 08/08/89 BNA Builtup Yes 1

CD-Q1067-891156 0 06/08/89 BNA Spring No .

'

CD-Q2074-892978 0 08/11/89 BNA Strut Yes R/H changed to
strut

CD-Q2074-892989 0 08/11/89 BNA Stanchion Yes Added angle to
take uplift ,

CD-Q2074-892990 0 06/11/89 BNA Hanger Yes No uplift, ;

strengthen 1

CD-Q2077-882621 0 07/24/89 BNA U-bolt No U-bolt qualified
CD-Q2077-882622 1 07/22/89 SWEC U-bolt No U-bolt qualified
CD-Q3067-893254 0 08/29/89 BNA R/H No R/H OK

CD-02077-882619 0 07/22/89 BNA R/H Yes R/H to strut
CD-Q2074-88680 2 07/29/89 SWEC Stanchion Yes U-bolt / trapeze

to stanchion
CD-Q1067-892510 0 08/14/89 BNA Frame Yes Baseplate bolt

repair
CD-Q2074-882438 0 07/22/89 BNA U-bolt No Spring hangers /-

WF U-bolt

Except for the following unresolved item, the calculations appeared acceptable.

TVA developed a set of allowable loads for standard component supports to
address Unresolved Item EMG-005 identified during a previous NRC inspection
(Reference 15). It revised design criteria document BFN-50-C-7107 to specify
the newly calculated allowable loads for standard components. Although the
criteria were revised correctly, the new allowable values were not used in at
least two issued calculations. TVA acknowledged this error and comitted to
review all standard component support calculations to verify that the correct
allowable values were used. Therefore, unresolved item EMG-005 remains open
pending completion of the review and submittal of the results to the NRC.

4.2.3 Quality Assurance and Technical Audits

The team reviewed two technical audits, described in Section 4.1.2 of th.is
report for specific issues pertaining to pipe supports. It those three findings
(79, 80 and 81) from the second report, " Technical Audit Review 89-05 " for
review. The first two findings dealt with extending the method specified
in Welding Research Council Bulletin WRC-107 (Reference 19) for computing local
stresses due to welded attachments to geometric configurations outside the
scope of WRC-107. The review indicated that TVA had finite element studies
under way to demonstrate that the method was reliable and conservative. The

studies are to be completed by November 10, 1989. The team identified no
'

concerns with regard to this corrective action during the inspection.

The third finding dealt with predicting Unistrut allowable capacity under
conditions outside those allowed by the capacity prediction method. To resolve
the finding TVA proposed to justify the capacity prediction method on a case-
by-case basis for all calculations to which the finding applied. Completion
of this effort was set prior to the next inspection. Since this effort was not
complete during this inspection, the team performed no further review of the
corrective action. - 10 -
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4.3 Engineering Contractor Transition
1

Before April 1989. TVA's main engineering contractor for the implementation ]
of the IE Bulletin 79-14/79-02 program had been Stone and Webster Engineering i

Company (SWEC). In April 1989 TVA contracted with Bechtel North American |

Power Corporation (BNA) to complete the majority of the piping and pipe support |
1

analyses. The team askeo TVA to provide samples of the documents used to
control information flow between contractors. In response to this request, |
TVA provided engineering procedure BFEP-GI-C3, "SWEC Pipe Support Calculation
Turnover Procedure," Revision 1. April 28, 1989. This procedure which delineated
the method of documenting the status of both the completed and in-process i

,

Calculations performed by SWEC, governed the turnover of information from SWEC
to TVA. Information flow between TVA and Bechtel is covered by a separate set
of procedures.

'

The review of the above information indicated that pipe stress engineering data
and calculations were controlled during the transition. The team identified no
concerns during this review.

I
4.4 Reactor Recirculation System Analyses |

In December 1988 and January 1989 TVA and the NRC staff held meetings )

(References 10 and 12) to discuss TVA's use of time history analysis in f'

qualifying piping and supports. The use of time history analysis was allowed
by the staff with the following restrictions:

(1) Such usage would be on a case-by-case basis subject to review and
approval.

(2) Such usage would be restricted to areas of high-radiation exposure or
inaccessible areas.

(3) All usage would be identified in a d,ocketed document.

(4) Interim criteria would not be used in conjunction with time history
analysis.

Discussions with TVA established that only one piping system, the reactor
wdter recirculation system, was qualified using time history analysis. To

fulfill the case-by-case review agreement identified above, the team audited
the recirculation piping calculation, CD-Q2068-871118, Revision 4. RIMS
August 5, 1989, 80489081120.

The following basic characteristics of the analysis were established. A
modal time history analysis was performed, with all modes in the 0- to 20-hertz
range included in the model. All seismic supports were rigidly modeled. The

time histories applied in the analysis were the same ones used to generate
' amplified response spectra for analysis of piping and equipment mounted in the '

area. The time histories represented 24 seconds of seismic acceleration defined
at 0.005-second intervals. Uncertainty in the response characteristics of the
structures supporting the recirculation system was accounted for by the
performance of three analyses: one with the time histories as defined, one
with the time scale compressed by 10 percent, and one with the time scale

.

- 11 -
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expanded by 10 percent. In all three analyses, 1/2 percent damping was used.
Two earthquakes were considered; each included a vertical excitation in

,

simultaneous combination with one of the two perpendicular horizontal
Stresses calculated for the piping and reactor nozzles in all '

excitations. '

six analysis runs (three time history sets times the two earthquakes) were
evaluated according to the criteria defined in TVA piping design criteria
document BFN-50-C-7103, Revision 3. March 1,1989, and shown to be less than
allowable stresses. Stresses were generally low and exhibited significant
excess margin (margin in excess of that required by the TVA criteria).

The audit of the piping calculation was augmented by audits of calculations
for all supports on the recirculation system considered to be active during an
earthquake (i.e., all supports except spring hangers). These included:

Cdiculation Rev. Date Calculation Rev. Date
.

'

CD-Q2068-870503 2 08/18/89 CD-02068-870559 1 08/18/89
CD-Q2068-870504 2 08/18/89 CD-Q2068-870560 1 08/18/89
CD-Q2068-870505 1 08/18/89 CD-Q2068-870564 2 09/28/89
C0-02068-870506 1 10/12/89 CD-02068-870627 1 08/11/89
CD-Q2068-870509 1 08/18/89 CD-Q2069-870458 2 09/28/89
CD-Q2068-870511 2 08/18/89 CD-02069-870459 1 08/18/89

CD-02068-870513 1 08/18/89 CD-02069-883083 0 07/22/89-

CD-Q2068-870515 2 08/18/89 CD-Q2069-891256 0 08/18/89
CD-02068-870516 2 09/21/89 CD-Q2069-891771 0 08/18/89
CD-02068-870518 1 08/18/89 CD-02074-870464 1 09/29/89

CD-Q2068-870520 3 08/18/89 CD-Q2074-870468 3 08/18/89
CD-02068-870548 3 09/29/87 CD-Q2074-870473 3 08/18/89

CD-Q2068-870552 1 09/21/89 CD-Q2074-870475 2 12/15/88

C0-02068-870553 2 07/27/88 CD-Q2074-870478 2 08/18/89

CD-Q2068-870554 1 08/18/89 CD-Q2074-882457 0 10/14/89

| CD-Q2068-870558 1 08/11/89 CD-Q2074-893648 0 08/18/89
i

These audits included a review of the support layouts to determine if the
supports were typical or exhibited unusual features, of the support type
(anchor, strut, or snubber), of the component associated with the maximum,

!

stress ratio, and of the value of the maximum stress ratio. No unusual support
layouts were noted. The component and stress ratio data were compiled, allowing|

t

the following observations. Approximately one-quarter of the supports had
maximum stress ratios between 0.9 and 0.95; one-quarter had stress ratios
between 0.95 and 1.0. The components associated with these ratios were
predominantly snubbers and welds, both of which tend to exhibit nonductile

( failure mechanisms. This led to a conclusion that although all of the
recirculation system pipe supports active during an earthquake exhibited margin
sufficient to meet the requirements of TVA pipe support 8FN-500-7107, Revision

| 3*, October 16, 1989, many exhibited 1,ittle margin in excess of that required.

| ,

*The support calculations were actually done in accordance with TVA design
criteria document 8FN-50-C-7107, Revision 2 April 11, 1989, but changes
incorporated in Revision 3 did not affect the audited support calculations.

|
l - 12 -
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The following anomalies were noted in the review. (1)Afieldconstructability

check for the addition of the snubber at node 290 resulted in a relocation and
reorintation of that snubber. This was not reflected in the model analyzed. ,

The relocation of the snubber at node 290 also caused a problem in that its :

relocation resulted in a loading on an attachment weld on the recirculation
piping pressure boundary not considered in either the piping analysis or the
associated support analysis. (2) The tieback support at nodes TB1 and 'TB2 was
modeled with a bending degree of freedom released. This reduced the loads on
the support, but would not significantly improve the accuracy of the piping
analysis.

With the exception of the unconsidered loading, the anomalies discussed above
would normally be of little concern. However, in this case the lack of
significant excess margin established for many of the pipe supports means that
normally insignificant anomalies could result in a reversal of the conclusion,

of adequacy for some pipe supports. This concern and con:ern about the
unconsidered loading are addressed in Unresolved Item EMG-038.

The audits discussed in the preceeding paragraphs partially fulfill the first
item of the agreement between TVA and the NRC staff related to the application
of time history analysis to piping. Before the staff accepts the analysis TVA
must address the issues identified in Unresolved Item EMG-038. The second item
was fulfilled in a TVA memorandum from W. L. Smathers to C. P. Brillante, dated-

August 24, 1989 (RIMS B22890824006). Audit of this memorandum established that
TVA had evaluated the impact of modification-related radiation exposure and
estimated that installation of the recirculation pipe support configuration
qualified by time history would reduce personnel radiation exposure by 157 rem.
This is a significant reduction. The third item of the agreement is fulfilled
by this report which identifies the one piping system analyzed using time history
analysis. The fourth and final item of the agreement, that long-term criteria
be used exclusively in time history analysis, must be ensured by the resolution
of Unresolved Item EMG-038.

After the inspectiorr, the staff had additional discussions with TVA with regard
to the results of the recirculation piping time history. During these
discussions. TVA stated that it was preparing additional supporting data for
the second item (ALARA considerations), end that it was perfoming an additional
independent review of the results of the recirculation piping time history
analysis. TVA stated that it would meet with the staff to discuss the results
of the additional evaluations at a future date.

4.5 Control Rod Drive Analyses

During a previous inspection (Reference 15), TVA stated that criteria for the
analysis of control rod drive (CRD) piping and supports were still under
internal review and had not been finalized. TVA presented a proposed criteria
to the staff in a meeting on July 7, l'989 (Reference 20). As a result of the
meeting, TVA developed new criteria and incorporated them into design criteria
documents BFN-50-C-7103, Revision 3, and BFN-50-C-7107, Revision 3. Review of a

these documents has established that most of the criteria applicable to the CR0
piping and supports were identical to those applicable to all the piping and

- 13 -
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supports in the scope of the IE Bulletin 79-14/79-02 program. As such, the
majority of the criteria applicable to the CRD analyses have been reviewed during
previous inspections. Resolution of unresolved issues pertaining to criteria
for piping and supports will also be applicable to the CRD piping and supports.

In the July 7,1989 meeting (Reference 20) the staff requested additional
'

information on four items. During this inspection TVA provided information to
address these items. In the first item, the staff requested that TVA identify
the number of gc9g hangers that are braced. TVA stated that all gang hanger
frames were braced and showed the team drawings of the as-built gang hangers.
In the second item, the staff requested justification for the classification of
the leaking scram valve thermal mode as an upset plant condition. For this
condition, TVA had specified a special upset load combination in the design
criteria. TVA stated that, based on its review of the scram valve maintenance
history ,no cases of outlet valve leakage had been identifled in approximately
two years of operating history from 1983. On the basis of this operating history,
the special upset thennal load combination for a leaking scram outlet valve was
considered appropriate. The final two items in the staff request for additional
information involved TVA's special study to justify the CRD gang hanger load
combination criteria. TVA developed a new proposal for the load combination
which was reviewed during this inspection and is oiscussed in the fpilowing
paragraphs.

,

The new load combination methodology to be applied to CRD system gang hanger
support analyses as described in footnote 6 to Table 1.4.2.1 of BFN-50-C-7107.
Revision 3. The methodology consists of a factored absolute combination
approach. Individual loads for supports will be obtained from response spectrum
analyses and reduced by a factor that is a function of the number of such loads
being applied. The factor is defined as 1.00 for an application involving
between 1 and 8 loads, 0.75 for between 9 and 22 loads, and 0.50 for 23 and more
loads.

The basis for this load combination approach was found in calculation
CD-02085-890580, Revision 1, October 13, 1989. It consists of a comparison
of the results of an application of the methodology to response spectrum
analysis support loads with the results of time history analysis support load
combinations done at each time step for a selected, conservative sample of the
entire population of CRD piping. The sample includes an entire set of insert
pipe runs inside the drywell for one quadrant of the entire set, 13 runs of
withdrawal piping in the same area, and 8 insert lines running from the drywell
to the individual hydraulic control units. The decision to select all sample '

piping from one quadrant was based on similarity between the piping in the
four quadrants. With minor exceptions, each quadrant is identical and rotated
or a mirror image of all other quadrants. This was corroborated by a review of
the following drawings:

,

a

i

Drawing Rev. Date Drawing Rev. Date
,

2-47E2468-200 0 10/14/89 2-47E2468-220 0 10/14/89
2-47E2468-201 0 10/14/89 2-47E2468-221 0 10/14/89
2-47E2468-202 0 10/14/89 2-47E2468-222 0 10/14/89
2-47E2468-203 0 10/14/89 2-47E2468-223 0 10/14/89

14 --
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Drawing Rev. Da te Drawing Rev. Date

2-47E2468-204 0 10/14/89 47W2468-103-1 1 10/14/88 -

2-47E2468-205 0 10/14/89 47W2468-103-2 4 10/14/88
2-47E2468-206 0 10/14/89 47W2468-103-3 3 10/14/88
2-47E2468-207 0 10/14/89 47W2468-103-4 4 10/14/88
2-47E2468-208 0 10/14/89 47W2468-103-5 4 10/14/83
2-47E2468-209 0 10/14/89 47W2468-103-6 4 10/14/88
2-47E2468-210 0 10/14/89 47W2468-103-7 3 08/09/88
2 47E2468-211 0 10/14/89 47W2468-103-8 4 10/14/88
2-47E2468-212 0 10/14/89 47W2468-111-1 2 05/18/87
2-47E2468-213 0 10/14/89 47W2468-111-2 4 08/18/88
2-47E2468-214 0 10/14/89 47W2468-111-3 4 09/01/88
2-47E246Q-215 0 10/14/89 47W2468-111-4 4 09/01/88
2-47E2468-216 0 10/14/89 47W2468-111-5 4 09/01/88 >

2-47E2468-217 0 10/14/89 47W2468-111-6 4 08/18/88
2-47E2468-218 0 10/14/89 47W2468-111-7 1 05/18/87

,

2-47E2468-219 0 10/14/89
|

.

l The decision to choose the majority of lines for the sample from those incide
l the drywell was based on the stronger similarity between individual runs in

the drywell than those outside the drywell. This was also corroborated by the,

review of the drawings listed above. In addition, some piping from outside the
drywell was included in the sample to verify this decision. The decision to
include predominantly insert piping instead of a more balanced mix of insert '

and withdrawal piping was based on the fact that all the insert piping is
3/4-inch schedule 80 piping, while all withdrawal piping is 1-inch schedule 80
piping. Thus there is a tendency for stronger similarity between any two
insert lines in the drywell than between any insert line and any withdrawal
line in the drywell. Some withdrawal lines in the drywell were added to the
sample to corroborate this decision. In conclusion, most of the piping chosen
by TVA for analysis represents a worst-case choice in terms of similarity,

(most similar) and, hence, worst case in terms of potential for the in-phase
response associated with modal response combination best represented by absolute
combination methods. Some of the piping added to the sample was intended to
demonstrate this.

Every line in the sample was subjected to a time history analysis from which
all support load time histories were saved. Details of these analyses were
identical to those used in the time history analysis of the recirculation
piping system discussed in Section 4.4 of this report. The maximum of each
time history analysis was recorded and used in calculating a resultant force
per the factored absolute combination methodology for a large number of subsets
of the sample. For each subset, a maximum resultant force was obtained by
calculating the resultant force for each time step and recording the maximum for
the entire time history. The ratios of these two resultant forces were then
plotted on a scatter diagram with the ratio value on the y-axis and the number *.

of supports in the subset as the x-axis. The scatter diagram showed a clear
trend where the ratio decreased as the number of supports increased. The 1.0
to 0.75 to 0.5 step function was defined as a bound of the plotted points with
only a few points beyond its limit. These points were checked and found to be
subsets without physical meaning. They lacked the characteristic common to all
supports where every withdrawal line is adjacent to the associated insert line.
Comparisons of subsets of insert lines only with subsets including the same

,
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insert lines and related withdrawal lines established a mergin associated with
the pairing that would account for the lack of margin in the outlier points.

A second comparison was performed where each time history maximum load was
combined according to the square-root-of-the-sum-of-the-squares combination
delineated in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.92 (Reference 21), except for absolute sum
combination of loads when associated piping fundamental natural frequencies are
within 10 percent. These resultant loads were compared to the resultant loads -

generated using the factored absolute combination methodology. The factored
absolute combination methodology was shown to be conservative in comparison. j

1

A final comparison was made where the resultant loads from the factored absolute
combination of maximum support loads from amplified response spectra analyses j
were compared to the resultant support loads from the factored absolute com- '

bination of maximum support loads from time history analyses. This comparison j.

demonstrited significant margin in using response spectrum analyses rather than
time history analyses.

The team raised the concern that all comparisons were of the magnitude of the
resultant forces, without consideration of the line of action of the resultant.
This is significant because the line of action affects the magnitude of moments
in the frames being analyzed. Moments, with their associated stresses, typically
control design acceptance. To address this concern, a second study was performed'

and documented in a letter from N. P. Goel (Bechtel) to D. E Root (TVA) dated
October 24,1989(RIMSB22891025201). Review of this document established that l
the maximum bending moment in a bar supporting six sets of insert and withdrawal
lines was calculated using the maximum time history results and maximum response
spectrum history results. Comparison indicated that the use of response spectrum
history rather than time history ensured sufficient margin to account for
uncertainty in moment results. This conclusion was supported by the further
margin associated with the bounding of the scatter diagram by the step function,

| factor discussed dbove.
l

On the basis of the review of the criteria and their bases discussed above, the
proposed load combination criteria for analyses of the CRD piping and supports|

I are acceptable, provided that the loads are generated using response spectra
analyses. Because of the nature of the bases, the use of this support load
combination methodology is limited to the supports of the CR0 system, and it may
not be used on supports of other systems without further justification. Closure
of Unresolved Item EMG-027 associated with this topic is discussed in Appendix B.

l 5 OPEN ITEMS FROM REVIEW

Specific items identified and discussed during this inspection are charac-
terized as unresolved items. TVA's proposed actions on the new unresolved
items are discussed in Appendix A of this report. For some items, the team
reviewed and agreed to TVA's proposed corrective actions and the items remain
open pending review of TVA's submittal providing the results of the completed ,

'corrective actions. The remaining unresolved items remain open pending receipt
and review of TVA's proposed corrective actions. -

|

|
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6 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS INSPECTION ITEMS

During this inspection, the team reviewed TVA's actions on unresolved items
identified in Inspection Reports 50-260/89-15 and 50-260/89-36. As a result
of this review,12 unresolved items were closed and 8 items remained open.
After the inspection, TVA's submittal of a commitment to analyze additional
srall-bore pipe supports was considered adequate to close one additional
unresolved item. TVA's actions on some of the remaining seven items were
considered adequate to resolve the original concern; however, review of the
implementation of the corrective actions identified additional concerns. The
review of the unresolved items from previous inspection reports is summarized
in Appendix B. Table B.1 contains a summary of the status of all items
identified in the previous two piping program inspections. The table does not
include the new items identified in Appendix A.

7 MEETING SUMMARIES AND REFERENCES

A summary of attendees of the entrance and exit meetings is provided in
Appendix C. A list of references is provided in Appendix D.

4 .
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APPENDIX A

UNRES01.YED ITEMS

:

_(Open) Unresolved item EMG-032, Use of Actual Material Properties Piping Analysi_s

Pipe stress calculation CD-Q2074-89173, Revision 0, approved on August 11, 1989,
for piping stress problem N1-274-17R contains an overlap region with torus-
attached piping. The calculation shows a recomputed section modulus for a tee
at node point number R832 on sheet 70. The calculation references isometric
47W403-214, Revision 1 from TVA problem N1-273-5R Revision 4 for the wall
thickness of the tee. From the stress summary on sheet 63 of the calculation,
the equation 11 allowable stress was exceeded using the original section modulus.

<

Apparenti,y, the recomputed section modulus was based on an actual measured pipe
wall thickness rather than the nominal thickness of the pipe. Paragraph 119.7-.3
of USAS B31.1-1967 requires that dimensional properties used in the flexibility .

calculations be based on nominal dimensions. TVA agreed that the nominal pipe
dimensiohs should have been used in the calculation. TVA recalculated the
equation 11 stress using the nominal thickness and a section modulus based on
the simplified code formula to demonstrate the piping stress was within the
equation 11 allowable stress. According to TVA the TPIPE computer program
computes the section modulus based on a formula that is more exact than the,

standard code simplified formula. TVA should revise pipe stress calculation
CD-Q2074-89173 to correct the code stress calculation. It should also determine
if actual properties instead of nominal properties were used for any other
calculations. This item is open pending TVA's completion of the corrective
actions and submittal of the results to the NRC staff.

(0 pen) Unresolved Item EMG-033. IE Bulletin 79-14/79-02 Program Scope

TVA stated that 10 pipe stress problems originally identified by SWEC had been
eliminated from the Browns Ferry Unit 2 program scope. The 10 identified '

pipe stress problems were associated with the containment atmospheric dilution
(CAD) system, the raw cooling water (RCW) system, and the reactor building closed
coolingwater(RBCCW) system. According to TVA, the CAD lines have been capped
to eliminate the cross-tie with Units 1 and 3. TVA also stated that the RCW
lines were eliminated because of the rerouting of the emergency equipment cooling
water (EECW) system in response to the clay pipe issue. TVA stated that the RBCCW
lines did not have to be seismic Class I for Browns Ferry Unit 2 operation. '
However, according to TVA these lines are designated as seismic Class I in
the Browns Ferry FSAR. Because of TVA's decision to change the classification
of these lines from that in the FSAR, this item is open pending TVA's submittal
of the proposed change in seismic classification and further NRC staff review
of the proposed change. TVA's submittal should identify all cases in which
the FSAR classification was changed and provide the basis for the change.

(0 pen) Unresolved Item EMG-034. Control of Desktop Procedures ,

The team's review of project engineering guidelines (PEGS)-001 and -002 disclosed
several discrepancies between the PEGS and other controlling procedures. A
TVA technical audit (BFN-CEB-89-05) also identified discrepancies between the
PEGS and other procedures. As a result of several discussions with TVA, Bechtel,

A-1
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the inspection team determined that the PEGS were not QA-controlled documents. I
'

The team requested that TVA clarify if the PEGS satisfy the TVA QA program
requirements. In response to this issue. TVA stated that a QA audit of Bechtel
wasscheduledforthenearfuture(November 1989)andthatQAcontrolofthe .

'

PEGS would be addressed during that audit. Proper QA control of the preparation
and use of PEGS remains an open item pending the completion of TVA's upcoming

TVA sQA audit of Bechtel and TVA's submittal of the results of the QA audit.
submittal should also address if the PEG's satisfy all QA program requirements
and accurately reflect all controlling procedures.

(0 pen) Unresolved item EMG-035. Piping Analysis Deficiencies in Calculations
Performed by TVA j

TVA technical audit BFN-CEB-89-05 identified numerous deficiencies in stress
problem N1-167-3RB. The calculation associated with this problem was performed |

at TVA's. offices in Knoxville Tennessee. TVA initiated a review of a sample of
pipe stress calculations it had performed at its Knoxville nffice and the Browns
Ferry site to determine if the deficiencies observed signaled a more generic
problem. The review included 15 percent of calculations performed at the
site and all calculations performed at the Knoxville uffice. The inspection

| team asked TVA to supply the details and current status of these reviews.
.

TVA indicated that the review of the calculations performed at the Browns Ferry
| site had been completed and no deficiencies had been found. However, the.

review of calculations performed at Knoxville was still ongoing as of
October 26, 1989. This item remains open pending TVA's submittal of a response

,

that includes (1) verification of TVA's completion of its review activities.
(2)detailedinformationregardingtheproceduresgoverningthereview
activities and the attributes reviewed, and (3) descriptions of any follow-up ,

actions.

(0 pen) Unresolved item EMG-036, Reducing Elbow SIF Values

TVA's Rigorous Analysis Handbook (RAH), Section BFN-RAH-311, Revision 0, states
L "The reducing elbow stress intensification factor (SIF) is calculated the same
|

as for a standard elbow with the dimensions of the larger end." The team's
review of stress problem N1-274-1R (TVA Revision 1) found that the RAH-311'

instructions were not followed for four reducing elbows. Reduced SIF's were
used to lower code stress results below allowable limits for two 6-inch by
4-inch and two 24-inch by 20-inch reducing elbows. Attachment 4 of the cal-
culation contained a finite element analysis of an 8-inch short-radius elbow
that was used to justify reduced SIFs for the four components mentioned above.
Footnote 6 in Appendix D of USAS B31.1.0-1967 indicates that full-sized-elbows
SIFs should be used until more precise data are available. Since precise
calculations addressing the specific component sizes were not considered. SIFs
as directed by Section BFN RAH-311 and USAS B31.1.0-1967 Appendix 0, should
have been used. This item remains open pending receipt, review, and approval
by the NRC staff of TVA's proposed corrective action.

(0 pen) Unresolved item EMG-037, Gang Hanger Deflection Criteria e

Section 1.4.2.13(e) of TVA's design criteria document BFN-50-C-7107 Revision 3
i

! October 16, 1989, provides criteria for the calculation of rigidity for gang
I supports. The criteria allow the rigidity requirements to be satisfied using

A-2
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each pipe load taken one at a time. This section was added after the NRC i

i

inspection (Reference 15) that was conducted from January 23 through February 3,
1989. The team asked TVA to provide the basis for the criteria and state
whether they had been used to qualify any gang supports. TVA responded that
they had been used to qualify gang supports. Since this method of satisfying
the deflection cciteria uses a different load than is used to calculate member
stresses, the method given in Section 1.4.2.13(e) is inadequate. This is an
open item pending NRC review and approval of TVA's proposed corrective action.

(0 pen) Unresolved item EMG-038. Recirculation Piping Time History Analysis

Two concerns were developed as a result of the case-by-case review of the |
recirculation water piping system time history analysis CD-Q2068-871118
Revision 4. RIMS B04890811201. ,

The first concern resulted from the failure to analyze a weld attaching a
pipe whip restraint to the elbow adjacent to node 290 for a specific
loading. The loading in question resulted from relocation of a snubber
attachment point from node 290 to a point on the pipe whip restraint. TVA's
comitment to ensure analysis of the weld by means of issuance of a PRD is an
open item from this inspection. ;

The second concern resulted from differences in the piping model from the
'

'

expected as-built configuration:
,

(1) The model had not been modified to reflect the expected relocation (due
to the results of a field constructability check) of a snubber located
at node 290.

(2) The release in the model of stiffness in the weak axis bending direction
of the plate comprising the tie-back support (nodes TB1 and TB2) did not
represent the field condition. ,

TVA agreed to resolve this concern by thoroughly reviewing the mo' del to ensure
its accuracy, modifying it as indicated by the review (including correcting the
deficiencies identified above), and reanalyzing the model. The concern will
be resolved upon receipt and review of TVA's submittal verifying that the
reanalysis has been performed. This includes reconciliation of the support
calculations with the new loads, assurance that no new, variances were created
by support modifications resulting from the reanalysis, and assurance that
interim criteria were not used in the reanalysis. .

4
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APPENDIX B

LICENSEE ACTION ON PREV 10VE UNRESOLVED ITEMS
i

(Closed) Unresolved Item EMG-001. Vendor Component Material Traceability

Inspection Report 50-260/89-15 stated that some SWEC pipe support calculations
contained pipe support field sketches that SWEC had prepared instead of i
revisions to the original vendor pipe support detail drawings. One example 1

was calculation CD-Q071-882408, Revision 0. January 18, 1989, for pipe support !

H23 in the reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) pising. The SWEC field ,

sketches lacked the bills of material detailed on tie original pipe support i

Idetail drawings. The bills of material enable verification of the load
capacity of each vendor-supplied component by reference to the vendor's load

.

capacity catalog data. SWEC was instead specifying the load capacities of
similar Grinnell components for each vendor-supplied component portrayed on
the SWEC field sketches. Pipe support calculations without the original bills
of material did not satisfy the material traceability requirements of the
piping code of record for Browns Ferry Nuclear Plan (BFNP), USAS B31.1.0-1967,
" Power Piping." Section 121.1.3, " Materials and Stresses." of the code
requires. in part, that materials used for pipe support elements meet the
standard material test and physical properties tabulated in the code.-

Inspection Report 50-260/89-15 stated that TVA's plan to address the lack of
material traceability for some vendor-supplied pipe support components ,

installed at BFNP was acceptable. TVA comitted to identify the vendors of
standard pipe support components installed at BFNP and compare vendor catalog
load ratings and dimensions to confirm P.e acceptability of SWEC's assumption
of Grinnell load ratings for standard components without a bill of materials.
This item remained open pending review of the implementation of TVA's plan to
address the lack of material traceability.

;

During this inspection TVA discussed the implementation of the plan to address
the lack of material traceability. This plan states that for supports where the
original vendor cannot be identified, the actual dimensions of components are
compared with dimensions from standard vendor catalogs. If the dimensions
are essentially identical, the support is assumed to be a standard component
support and capacities published for that standard support are used in its ,

qualification. To determine the standard support dimensions TVA used the
procedure governing walkdowns, WDP-SWEC-005, Revision 4. September 13, 1988,

! " Pipe Support Walkoown Procedure." The part of the material traceability plan
discussed above pertaining to dimensions is included in this procedure.

TVA stated that the Bergen-Paterson dimensions were used to establish the
emergency and faulted limits. According to TVA, these values were the worst
case (smallestdimensions). However,'TVA also stated that the Bergen-Paterson
components had the same load rating as the Grinnell component. Therefore,
for the normal rating, the pipe support manufacturer did not impact the rating, ,

in addition to dimensional properties. TVA used the lowest allowable value
provided by vendor suppliers to establish the allowable for the emergency and
faulted limit. The list of standard component vendors is provided in

|
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calculation CD-00999-890366. Revision 1. March 10, 1989. The emergency and ,

;

faulted limits are discussed further in Unresolved Item EMG-005.

Supports whose dimensions do not match those of any standard supports are r
'

assumed to be field fabricated. Section 1.4.2.14 of BFN-50-0-7107, Revision 3
Octooer 16, 1989, provides appropriate allowable stresses for linear analysis
of supports made of existing structural steel, if the specific material is not

iknown,

On the basis of the review of the documents discussed, the item is closed, ,

_(Open) Unresolved Item EMG-005. Emergency Condition Allowables

Inspection Report 50-260/89-15 stated that Section 1.4.2.2 of TVA's design
criteria document BFN-50-C-7107. Revision 0, January 20, 1989, contained an

tallowable limit that was twice the manufacturer's standard component support
allowable value for the emergency and faulted load combinations. The

!

manufacturer's allowable loads are based on criteria contained in the
manufacturer's standard practice document MSS-SP-58, which is referenced by
the BFNP piping code of record, USAS B31.1.0-1967, and are specified for
normal operating loads.

As stated in the inspection report, the staff agreed that higher allowable.

limits for the low-probability loads specified in the emergency and faulted
load combinations are appropriate and in accord with the BFNP FSAR criteria,
as specified in Section C.2.6. However, the staff requested that TVA provide
either explicit documentation from the manufacturers or explicit calculations
to justify the allowable limits used in the pipe support design criteria
document. The staff agreed that the allowable stress limit specified for
structural steel (i.e., 0.9 Sy) is appropriate for this ev61uation. SWEC >

calculation 139, reviewed during the inspection, identified three items that
2

exceeded the structural criteria. In addition, several questions were raised
concerning the selection of material yield values, specific allowable stresses
used for bolts, and the calculation methods used to detemine stresses. TVA

agreed to provide additional calculations for all components used at BFNP that
would address the staff concerns. This item remained open pending review and

|
acceptance of TVA's completed calculations. .

L

During this inspection, TVA provided calculation CD-00999-890366 to address the
above questions. In this calculation. TVA listed all BFNP standard support'

component support vendors. Lower bound yield stresses taken from MSS-SP-58 and
ASME Code cases for the standard support components were listed and used to
identify which standard component elements met the condition 2.0Sgg 5 0.9 Fy,

,

is the allowable stress defined in MSS-SP-58. For those not meeting
where Sg$ality, an acceptable multiplier for S was calculated. Some componentthe ineq o
elements whose capacities were calculpted by rigorous analysis were found to
have 0.9 Fy 2 S In each case the calculation recommended that vendor capac-
ities be replah$d by those calculated by linear analysis in any design using

.

i those components. The calculated load multipliers and reconnendations above
'

: '

l were incorporated into design criteria document BFN-50-C-7107. Revision 3
| October 16, 1989. On the basis of the review of TVA's calculation and the
L revision of the design criteria document, the original concern identifjed in
! Inspection Report 50-260/89-15 was considered adequately addressed.
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The team also reviewed the application of these criteria during the calculation
'

t

review effort. However, calculation CD-Q1067-892499, Revision 0, August 18,
1989, contains faulted capacities that exceed those allowed in the criteria.-
In response to this_ item. TVA acknowledged that the calculation's faulted
load exceeds the maximum permitted in the design criteria. TVA stated that
all standard support calculations will be reviewed to confirm that faulted
allowable loads are consistent with the design criteria. This proposed ;

corrective action is considered adequate. In addition TVA should review the ;

application of the emergency condition allowable loads to ensure they were used
properly in the calculations. j

This item remains open pending TVA's completion of the corrective actions
and submittal of the results to the NRC.

(Closed) Unresolved Item EMG-006. Rod Hangers in Compression
'

'

Inspect 1on Report 50-260/89-15 stated that Section 1.4.4.4 of TVA's design
criteria document BFN-50-C-7107. Revision 0, January 20, 1989, allowed rod
hangers to be used to resist compressive loads if justified by the pipe ,

support calculation. The use of rod hangers to support compressive loads is
not recommended by the pipe support manufacturers. The staff advised TVA .

that the rod hangers should be modified to function as sway struts in order
to use the support to resist compressive forces. This item remained open*

pending review of TVA's implementation of this resolution.
,

Design criteria document BFN-50-C-7107, Revision 3 Section 1.4.4.4 states that
rod supports shall not be used to resist compressor loads unless modified to
function as rigid sway struts and justified by an appropriate analysis.
Implementation of the criteria was verified in pipe calculations CD-Q2074-893812 '

Revision 0, August 20, 1989, for supports H22. H21, and H20, and pipe calcula-
tion CD-Q2074-891713. Revision 0, July 14,1989, for supports H-179 and H-525.

On the basis of the review of the design criteria and their implementation in'
'

the calculations listed above, this item is closed.

(Closed? Unresolved Item EMG-008. U-Bolts on Piping Systems With Operating
*

Temperatures Greater Than 200*F

Inspection Report 50-260/89-15 stated that Section 1.4.4.5 of TVA's design
criteria document BFN 50-C-7107. Revision 0, January 20, 1989, allowed ungapped

I U-bolts on large-diameter piping systems with operating temperatures greater
than 200'F. Paragraph 120.2.3 of USAS B31.1.0-1967 requires the design of
anchors and guides take into account the forces and moments at these elements
caused by internal pressure and thermal expansion. Ungapped U-bolts on high-
temperature piping systems can be subjected to thermal loads due to differential
expansion of the pipe and U-bolt. Although there are no specific restrictions
preventing this application, the application requires additional interface to
ensure an adequate design. This item remained open pending review of TVA's '

implementation of the piping analysis effort.

Section 1.4.4.5 of TVA's design criteria document BFN-50-C-7107, Revision 3,
October 16, 1989, requires that a two-way U-bolt be installed with a 1/16-inch

However, the design criteria document states that U-bolts on trapezegap.

i
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supports need not be gapped for existing or new applications. Standard l
'

industry practice for U-bolt applications on trapeze-type supports is found
in the manufacturer's standard practice documents MSS-SP-58 and MSS-SP-69.
MSS-SP-58 contains design criteria for pipe supports and is referenced in the
Browns Ferry piping code of record, USAS B31.1.0-1967. MSS-SP 69 provides '

recommendations for the selection and application of pipe support products and
is referenced in MSS 4P-58. During this inspection the team reviewed TVA pipe
support calculations to determine if the applications conformed with the ;

manufacturer's standard practico documents.

Calculations CD-Q2077-882621. Revision 0, July 24, 1989, and CD-Q2077-882622
Revision 1 July 22, 1989, were reviewed and found to be in conformance with the
gap requirements. Calculations CD-Q2074-882438, Revision 0, July 22, 1989 and
CD-Q1067-892514 Revision 0, August 12, 1989, were also reviewed and found to i

conform to industry standards enumerated in MSS SP-69, 1976 edition, for*

U-bolt tfpe supports on hot systems.

Based on the review of the design criteria revision discussed above and i

TVA's application of U-bolts on trapeze supports this item is closed, j

(0 pen) Unresolved Item EMG-013. Code Consistency

Inspection Report 50-260/89-15 stated that Section 4.0 of Attachment A to TVA's-

design criteria document BFN-50-C-7103 referenced the 1971 edition of Section !!!
of the ASME Code through the Sumer 1973 Addenda for piping analysis code equations.

I
! The BFNP design code referenced in the FSAR is USAS B31.1.0-1967. The staff

requested that TVA provide an ASME NA-1140 evaluation of the use of ASME Code
equations combined with USAS B31.1.0-1967 criteria to justify the acceptability
of the criteria. In addition, the staff requested an evaluation of the TVA's
proposect criteria compared with changes made in the 1983 ASME Code criteria.
This item remained open pending revi9w of the TVA evaluations.

The requested evaluations were provided in TVA calculation C0-00999-894489
Revision 0. August 24,'1989. Initial comparisons were made between ASME Code,
Section III, Winter 1972 Addenda (ASME 111, W72), and USAS B31.1.0-1967 and
between the ASME Code, Section !!I,1971 edition, and ANSI B31.1-1973, Sumer

i

1973 Addenda. These comparisons were done paragraph by paragraph and served
to identify significant differences between the ASME Code and USAS (ANSI)l

831.1. The need to compare specific equations, stress indices / intensification
factors, str'ess limits, and allowable stresses arose as a specific question.

The results of the comparisons indicated that TVA's proposed criteria were
generally conservative compared with the ASME Code Section III, Summer 1983

,

Addenda, Class 2/3 (ASME 111 583) criteria.

In general, the paragraph-by-paragraph comparisons identified all significant
differences between the various codes compared. In the specific comparisons,
allowable stresses from USAS B31.1.0-1967 were adjusted to reflect a weld joint

'

efficiency factor of 1.0. However, Section 102.4.3 of USAS B31.1.0-1967
identifies a range of joint efficiency factors of 0.6 to 1.0- When these,

! ,

l factors were compared with the excess margin provided by TVA criteria in
comparison to ASME Ill 1983 criteria, it became apparent that there was
sufficient excess margin to accommodate all of the weld joint efficiencies for

L
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the types of longitudinal joints listed in the table except for furnace-welded
joints. The margin was not sufficient to accommodate the weld joint efficiency
factor for furnace-welded joints. The team asked TVA to verify that furnace-
welded pipe has not beten used in safety-related applitetions in the plant and
to address its qualification if it has.

In a second area related to code consistency, Inspection Report 50-260/89-15
established that TVA used the ASME Code equations with an allowable stress
value defined in Appendix C of the BFNP FSAR of 1.2 (Sa + Sh). Although the
allowable stress is defined in the BFNP FSAR, the allowable stress value is
not consistent with the ASME Code equations. TVA agreed to revise this
limit to Sa + 1.2 Sh for use with the ASME Code equations. This item remained
open pending TVA's revision of the design criteria document with regard to this
matter. The team reviewed Table 8.0-1 of Appendix A to TVA's design criteria
document BFN-50-C-7103, Revision 3, March 1,1989. 't found thet the table
had been modified in accordance with TVA's agreement; the primary plus secondary
allowable stress for upset loadings is now 1.2S S On the basis of the
reviewoftherevisionofthedesigncriteriadks+cuske.d above, this portion of
the open item is closed

The unresolved item remains open pending TVA's response providing either veri-
f cation that furnace-welded pipe has not been and will not be used in safety-
related applications in the plant or acceptable evidence that all such piping
has been identified and acceptable criteria for its evaluation have been defined
and applied.

(Closed) Unresnived item EMG-015, U-Bolt lateral Capacity

Inspection Report 50-260/89-15 stated that TVA had developed a set of U-bolt
allowable loads based on the criteria in ASME Code Subsection NF. The U-bolt
allowables were specified in Bechtcl calculation 5C-8901 dated January 31, 1989.
TVA committed to use these values with a modification use of the lowest vertical
value from Table 1 ratings for the 3/8-inch-diameter rod size. The staff
accepted this resolution. This item remained open pending review of TVA's
revisien of the criteria.

During this inspection the team reviewed TVA's corrective actions. The U-bolt
allowable loads based on the criteria in ASME Code Subsection NF, including the
lower bound value for the 3/8-inch rod, have been incorporated into TVA's civil
design standard DS-C1.6.13, Revision 0, March 20, 1989. This use of this
standard is required by pipe support design criteria document BFN-50-C-7107,
Revision 3. October 16, 1989. On the basis of the review of the design criteria
documents, thir item is closed.

(0 pen) Unresolved Item EMG-016, Horizontal Slice Package N1-274-18R
'

Inspection R= port 50-260/89-15 stated that SWEC project procedure BFPP-8-8.10,
" Procedure for Pre-Restart Engineering Evaluation of Generic Implications on the

'

Seismic Class I Piping Systems for 79-14/02 Program Phase 11 Large Bore Piping
and Pipe Support Verification," Revision 2 December 14, 1988, governed SWEC's
evaluation of horizontal slice packages. The inspection report contained the
results of a review of a portion of the residual heat removal (RHR) piping
system t1at was evaluated in horizontal slice package N1-274-18R, Revision 0,
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January 12, 1989. The package referenced BFNP piping drawing 47W452-298,
"N1-274-18R' Isometric, Static Thennal Dynamic Analysis of RHR System,"

' Revision 0, which SWEC prepared "as-built" on October 31, 1988.

The review resulted in the identification of the following unresolved items:

a. The referenced SWEC walkdown drawing identified an interference between ,

a 4-inch-diameter branch line that is part of the RHR system and a "

2-inch-diameter strut. However, this interference was not noted in
,

Section 5 of the pre-start piping checklist of the package for review
and resolution. The relative thermal and seismic displacements between
the pipe and the strut might damage the pipe or strut. The load
capacity of the strut would also be degraded if the pipe imposed a
lateral force on the strut. ,

b. The* package identified two pipe spans that failed stipulated seismic
overspan and zero period acceleration load criteria. However, SWEC
did not evaluate the piping and associated pipe supports in accordance

L with project procedure BFPP-8-8.10.
L
L

TVA indicated that it would conduct a separate program to evaluate interferences
at BFNP.

,

This item remained open pending documentation that interference problems
identified by SWEC's Phase II walkdown drawings have been addressed in the
interference program and verification that the piping discussed in item b
has been properly qualified.

During this inspection, in response to item a above, TVA stated that a thermal
,

L clearance program (TCP) will be initiated. The team asked TVA to provide
! program details such as scope, schedule, and controlling procedures. TVA

provideo information that shows the interference noted in item a has been'

identified in request for information (RFI) 12825. Other interferences had
|

! been identified during TVA's pipe stress and walkoown efforts. RFis covering
|

these interferences had been initiated. TVA's stress analysis contractor
|

(Bechtel) uses engineering department project instruction (EDPI) 4.90R-38
' (current' revision is number three) to define the procedure controlling the

preparation and processing of RFIs. TVA stated that under the TCP, RFIs will
be used as a source of input to identify those items to be addressed. TVA
stated that the TCP would be completed by two contractors (SWEC and Bechtel).

, ,-
I

Efforts to address the interferences have not yet begun because one'of the
engineering contracts had not been awarded (as of October 25,1989). Although
TVA has demonstrated that procedures exist to identify and track interferences,
this item will remain open pending the receipt and review of TVA's submittal
which provides detailed information describing the interference program, the
items to be addressed, the methods (reanalysis, modification, etc.) to be used,
and examples of successful resolution of the interference problem.

*
The second part (item b) of this unresolved item was no longer applicable.
After NRC inspection 50 260/89-15 TVA revised its plan for the implementation '

of the IE Bulletin 79-14/79-02 implementation program to include rigorous
analysis of all large-bore piping problems. The problem (N1-274-18R) that was
reviewed when this unresolved item was identified has since been reanalyzed in
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its entirety using the rigorous analysis approach. Because stress problem
N1-274-18R has been reanalyzed, item b is closed. Item a, discussed above,
remains open.

(Closed) Unresolved-Item EMG-017. Sway Brace Angular Tolerance
l

L Inspection Report 50-260/89-15 stated that SWEC calculation CD-Q2071-882436
Revision 0, January 19, 1989, for pipe support R-015 in the reactor core

!
isolation cooling system analyzed a sway brace-frame pipe support configuration.
The SWEC field sketch of the sway brace identified the component as Bergen
Patterson part R55A-3. Section 1.4.4.8, " Angularity " of design criteria
document BFN-50-C-7104, Revision 2. August 25, 1988, permits a maximum swing
angle which is the lesser of +/-6 degrees and the vendor-specified angular '

tolerance. The calculation computed swing angles about the local y- and z-
axes due to the installed offsets and thermal movements which exceed 6 degrees.
The calctilation did not document Bergen Patterson's tolerances for the sway
brace, Based on an evaluation of the field-measured offsets of the sway brace,
which Attachment 3 of the calculation documents, the calculation concluded that
the sway brace will not bind under the imposed thermal movements. The inspection
report stated that the field measurements were incorrectly interpreted and
that the sway brace would bind under the imposed thermal movements. This item
remained open pending review of TVA's revised calculation.

.

During this inspection, a review of calculation CD-Q2071-882436, Revision 2,
October 18, 1989, showed that TVA has relocated the support to reduce the angular
offset to well below + 6 degrees and that no binding or interference will occur.
On the basis of the review of the design change notice, F7621A, Revision A,
September 29, 1989, which refers to the revised support design in the above-
mentioned calculation, this item is closed.

.

(0 pen) Unresolved Item EMG-018. EA Review

Inspection Report 50-260/89-15 stated that TVA's design criteria documents
BFN-50-C-7103, Revision 2, and BFN-50-C-7107, Revision 0, had been issued on
January 20, 1989. TVA's Engineering Assurance (EA) had reviewed previous
revisions of these design criteria documents as part of its oversight function
under the Design Baseline Verification Program. The staff had requested that
EA provide an assessment of the impact of the new criteria documents. TVA
stated that EA would review the new criteria documents. This item remained
open pending verification that an adequate review had been performed.

Although a TVA reorganization has eliminated EA, the organization responsible
for these audits was transferred intact, including responsibilities, to the
technical audit section of the TVA nuclear quality assurance and evaluation
group. This organization plans an audit in January 1990 that will include a-

review of the subject criteria documents. This item remains open pending the
completion and submittal of the results of the review.

*

(Closed) Unresolved Item EMG-019, Buried Piping Materials

Inspection Report 50-260/89-15 stated that TVA's design criteria document
BFN-50-C-7103, Revision 2, January 20, 1989 contained design criteria for
buried piping. During the inspection. TVA stated that the raw cooling water
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.(RCW) system, which was part of the discharge path of the emergency equipment
cooling water (EECW) system, contained vitrified clay pipe. In a follow-up
meeting with the NRC staff (Reference 22), TVA committed to reroute the portions
of the EECW system discharging into the RCW system. This item remained open '

pending completion and review of the proposed corrective actions.

TVA's response to this problem included two parts. Conditions Adverse to
Quality Report (CAQR) BFP890099, March 28, 1989, was written to document the

'

problem and propose interim safety measures. The interim safety measures
consisted of a revision of earthquake abnormal operating instruction 0-A01-100-5,
which instructed maintenance personnel to remove flexible couplings from each of
the 24-inch RCW headers to reestablish EECW flow after a seismic event. Long- .

term corrective action was taken with design change notice (DCN) H5121A.
Modifications performed under this DCN included rerouting of the affected piping
to piping that is seismically qualified. Modifications made under the DCN have
been completed and the system was certified for return to service on September 29,
1989, by means of a memo from R. J. Smith to R. E. Young. On the basis of the
review of the above documents, this item is closed.

JClosed) Unresolved item EMG-020 Unjustified Reduction of Thermal Stress
Bin _||e,

This item consists of two parts. In regard to the first part, Inspection Report-

50-260/89-15 stated that Section 119.2 of USAS B31.1.0-1967, the BFNP piping code
of record, requires consideration of stress range defined to include the sum of
hot and cold condition thermal expansion and contractit.n. Consistent with the
code requirement, TVA's design criteria document BFN-50-C-7103 required that the
piping design include consideration of thermal effects including environmental
and thermal anchor motion effects. However, Section 6.2 of Attachment A to that
document- had been revised to exempt rigorous evaluation of pipe expansions
resulting from pipe temperatures between 32*F and 150*F with the requiremant that
review be performed to " ensure adequate thermal flexibility." The basis for
this exemption was questioned during the inspection. In addition, in a follow-up
meeting with TVA (Reference 23), the NRC staff stated that this exemption conflicted
with a proposed corrective action associated with the employee concerns program
(Reference 24). The first part of this item remained open until TVA resolved
the discrepancies with regard to the employee concerns program.

During this inspection TVA's revised design criteria was reviewed. Section 6.2
| . of Attachment A to TVA's design criteria document BFN-50-C-7103 was changed in
L Revision 3 to remove the exemption for thermal evaluation. Proper evaluation

of thennal conditions was also included in those items audited in the review of
calculations. The review of sample calculations indicated that revisions had
been made to correct inappropriate thermal analyses and no instances were
identified where current calculations considered tDermal loads improperly. *

On the basis of TVA's revision of its. design criteria and calculations, the
first part of this item is closed.

'

The second part of this item involved the implementation of the general design
criteria for thermal stress range. Stress problem NI-274-1R, Revision 3,
identified two operating modes that require evaluation for thermal expansion.
The specified temperatures for these two modes are 276*F and 40'F. On the
basis of the review of the piping calculation package and discussions with
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project personnel, the following observations regarding pipe thermal range were
documented in Inspection Report 50-260/89-15.

a. Although evaluated in the audited piping calculation, the 40*F condition'

| would have beer deleted from a later revision based on the revision which
L exempted evaluation of 32'F to 150*F pipe conditions.
;

L b.- The audited calculation included analysis of the 276'F maximum operating
condition temperature based cn a zero stress condition temperature of'

125'F rather than the normally assumed zero stress temperature of 70'F.
The 125'F' temperature is the maximum reactor building environmental
temperature specified for normal conditions.

The effect of these two practices was to reduce the thermal range' defined
for the problem from 236'F (i.e., 276*F + 40*F) to 151'F (i.e., 276'F + 125'F).

Inspection Report 50-260/89-15 stated that the practice of reducing thermal
ranges by assuming the null stress condition as the maximum building environmental
temperature for the associated plant condition was.not acceptable. This
practice assumed simple linear thermal expansion of the restraining structure
between support attachment points. It also assumed that the maximum temperature
of the applicable plant condition environmental temperature range applies
uniformly to the entire structure and that the structure expands at a rate that,

offsets concurrent pipe expansion effects. The second part of this item remained
open pending review of TVA's corrective action.

TVA revised its desion criteria document BFN-50-C-7103 as previously described.
'In addition TVA states in PRD BFT890151901P, Revision 1, that use of reduced
thermal ranges was not a generically implemented approach and that its use was
confined to two pipe stress problems '(N2-274-1R and N1-285-1R). Calculations
for both problems were revised (Bechtel Revision 0 and TVA Revision 1,
respectively). The team reviewed the -revised calculations and verified the
use of correct thermal ranges. On the basis of TVA's revision of the design
criteria and corrective actions for the affected stress problems, the second
.part of this item is closed.

(0 pen) Unresolved item EMG-023 - Torus Criteria Revision

Inspection Report 50-260/89-15 stated that Attachment E of TVA's design criteria
document BFN-50-C-7103 contained revisions of the design criteria for torus-
attached piping. Since the NRC staff and its consultants had reviewed these
design criteria in 1985, the staff had not intended to review them again.
However, as a result of the criteria changes, Inspection Report 50-260/89-15
opened the issue for further staff review.

During this inspection the status of o'ngoing work pertaining to torus-attached
piping was reviewed. TVA identified two areas related to piping and pipe support
as-built walkdowns that are still in progress. The first area involved the ,

modification of the main steam safety relief valve vent piping and supports.
According to TVA the walkdowns and evaluations of the piping and supports were
complete and the pipe support modifications were bein This work
was being performed under engineering change notice (g implemented.ECN)P0362. The second
area involved the modification of torus-attached piping and supports. According
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to TVA the walkdowns and evaluations were complete and the pipe support cal-
culations and drawings were being revised. This work was being performed under
ECN P0361. TVA stated that no piping reanalysis had resulted from these programs.
In addition to the work performed under ECNs P0361 and P0352. TVA stated that
additional work with regard to torus-attached piping that interfaced with other
ongoing programs was ongoing. The additional work included the interface with
the IE Bulletin 79-14/79-02 program in piping overlap regions, an interface with
Appendix R criteria, an interface with the employee concerns program and CAQRs
and an interface with the equipment qualification program for Velan valves.

TVA, in Empluyee Concerns Subcategory Report 21800, has committed to revise the
plant-unique analysis report to incorporate one of the design criteria changes
and submit it to the staff for review. Therefore, this item is still open

l pending TVA's completion of the employee concerns conunitment and further staff i

review of the criteria changes pertaining to torus-attached piping.

(Closed) Unresolved Item EMG-024. Base Plate and Anchor Bolt Configuration

Inspection Report 50-260/89-15 stated that preliminary SWEC calculation
CD-Q2073-882189, prepared on August 31, 1988, evaluated, in part, the adequacy
of the east base plate and anchor bolts for pipe support R-26 in the high
pressure coolant injection system. TVA had originally measured the base plate
and anchor bolts in the field on November 14, 1985. These data were documented,

in Attachment 4 of the preliminary calculation. SWEC prepared a field sketch
of the base plate configuration on February 26, 1988, which also was documented
in the calculation. TVA's field measurements of the 5/8-inch-diameter self-
drilling anchor bolts indicated that the 1-5/8-inch plug depth for anchor bolt
B1 exceeded the maximum allowable depth of 1-1/2 inch. The SWEC field sketch
also noted a 3/4-inch by 1-inch flame-cut hole at the location of anchor bolt
B1, which the TVA field sketch did not document. The preliminary calculation
recommended that the anchor bolt be reworked to an acceptable plug depth and
that a washer be added. However, the calculation did not indicate that the
washer be welded to the base plate. The reviewer was therefore not able to
determine whether SWEC had properly evaluated the base plate hole for
acceptability. This might have required that the washer be welded to the
base plate. This item remained open pending review of a TVA revision of the
calculation that would show that the base plate hole had been adequately,

'

evaluated.

TVA completed the calculation with the east base plate qualified, using only
the three anchor bolts installed in correctly sized holes. On the basis of
the review of the completed calculation, CD-Q2073-882189, Revision 1, July 22,
1989, this item is closed.

| (Closed) Unresolved Item EMG-025, Review of BFN LERs _for C/R Database

Inspection Report 50-260/89-15 stated that on February 19, 1988, TVA's
engineering assurance organization had drafted action item C-048 to document, ,

in part, that organization's concern that approximately 50 licensee event
reports (LERs) that detailed support failures at BFNP may not have been reviewed
for generic implications with respect to TVA's then ongoing 79-14 Phase I
Program. The inspection team asked TVA to confirm that these LERs were
reviewed for generic attributes for incorporation into the horizontal slice
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evaluation of safety-related piping and supports that SWEC was performing l

for TVA. This item remained open until TVA's review of the LERS and the j

incorporation into the IE Bulletin 79-14/79-02 program of generic implications :
*

resulting from the review had been verified.

.

During this inspection, the team found evidence that TVA had reviewed the LERs |
' ' detailing support failures for generic implications with respect to the IE ;

20, 1989 (gram in a memorandum from J. E. McCord to J. R. Rupert79-14/79-02 proBulletin;

RIMSB22891020006). The memoranduin contained a tabledated October
listing each of the LERs, with a discussion of how the implication was
considered in the program. The program, if properly implemented, will
prevent situationi from occurring similar to those that led to the issuance
of the LERs. On the basis of the review of the memorandum, the item is closed.

(0 pen? Unresolved Item EMG-026 Uncontrolled Source Document Used for ZPA
and 5AM Loads

Inspection Report 50-260/89-15 stated that seismic load data used by SWEC for
l' piping analyses were based on a TVA calculation. TVA had provided amplified,

| response spectra for the reactor building outside the drywell in QIR CEBBFN88150,-
Revision 0. This document did not, however, include zero period acceleration
(ZPA) or seismic anchor motion (SAM) values. The source document for ZPA and
SAM analysis input was an uncontrolled telecopy from TVA to SWEC.

|
Pipe problem NI-274-1R, Revision 3, referenced the TVA reactor building seismic

; analysiscalculation(RIMSB30880928001) for this data instead of the telecopy,
the actual data source. Reference to a source document not available for use''

violated SWEC engineering assurance procedures. In particular, the " inputs"
section of engineering assurance procedure 5.3, Attachment 3.0, required review
to ensure the correct reference to source documents and accurate specification
of source data.

In a letter dated December 12, 1988 SWEC requested that TVA supply a design
'

criteria document that included the ZPA and SAM values for SWEC use and
reference. This item remained open pending review of TVA's response to SWEC's
request. .

In response TVA issued QIR CEBBFN89027 Revision 1, on May 17,1989. This QIR
specified the amplified response spectra (ARS) and analyses methods to be used
thet would be consistent with commitments made to the NRC. On May 17, 1989,
TVA also issued QIR CEBBFN89045, Revision 0, which provided ARS information

L that included zero period acceleration (ZPA) and relative structural displace-
L ment information. The QIR also consolidated ARS information that had been

contained'in several other QIRs; therefore, the release of this document
provided a single reference for ARS data to be used in plant analyses. The
previous reference sources for ARS defa were superseded. QIR CEBBFN89045,
Revision 0, is the current ARS reference document.

..
g

I During this inspection, the team verified that the measures described above had
I been taken to preclude uncontrolled sources of ARS and ZPA information. However,

review of the latest available revisions of calculation packages N1-274-IR (TVA
Revision 1), N1-285-1R (TVA Revision 1), and N1-273-6R (TVA Revision 1) found
that the correct ARS references were not included. TVA stated that it believed

(
|
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that the correct spectra had been used in t'ne analyses but the references had
not been revised. TVA also stated that the three calculations listed above
were originally performed by SWEC and that it planned to perform a complete
review of the SWEC-perfonned piping analyses that had not been superseded or
entirely reanalyzed. The team asked TVA to provide details regarding the review

: attributes, governing procedures, and schedule to complete th= review; nowever, ,

this information was not available at the time of the inspection. TVA indicated
that 14 analyses perfonned by SWEC would be included in the review effort.

Because of the current inclusion of incorrect ARS references and the fact that
TVA's review of the 14 SWEC piping analyses had not been performed, this item
remains open pending receipt from TVA of information describing the analysis
attributes to be reviewed, the procedures to be followed, and the schedule for
completion of the review.

~(Closed). Unresolved Item EMG-027. CRD Design Criteria

Inspection Report 50-260/89-15 stated that TVA's des 19n criteria documents
BFN-50-C-7103, Revision 2, and BFN-50-C-7107, Revision 0, January 20, 1989,
contained design criteria for the control rod drive (CRD) system evaluation. At
the inspection, TVA stated that this criteria was still under-internal review
and had not been finalized. This item remained open pending TVA's submittal
of the final design criteria for review.-

TVA provided design criteria documents BFN-50-C-7103, Revision 3, and
| BFN-50-7107 Revision 3. The basis for the criteria was provided in calculation,

L CD-Q2085-890580, Revision 1, October 13, 1989, and in an N. P. Goel (Bechtel)
letter to D. E. Root (TVA), dated October 24,1989(RIMSB22891025201). A
review of these documents. led to a conclusion that they provided an acceptable
basis for use in the analysis of CRD piping and supports. The review is
discussed in Section 4.5 of this inspection report.

|:

L On the basis of the review of the revised design criteria documents, the
calculation, and the letter discussed above, this item is closed.

(0 pen) Unresolved Item EMG-028. USI A-46 Interface .

Inspection Report 50-260/89-36 stated that small-bore pipe stress calculation
CD-Q2075-883002. Revision 1, approved on July 18, 1989, contained a letter from ,

SWEC dated July 6,1989, which stated that the core spray pump 2C nozzle loads
,

1

exceeded the allowable limits specified in BFN-RAH-307, Revision 2. The
calculation also contained a TVA response dated July 14, 1989 which stated the
nozzle loads met the allowable limits in TVA calculation CD-Q0999-892719,
Revision 0, June 26, 1989. This calculation justified higher allowable limits
for valve and equipment nozzle loads and valve accelerations for Browns Ferry
that were based, in part, on earthquake experience data used in the resolution
of USI A-46. Although Browns Ferry is subject to the resolution-of USI A-46
in accordance with the NRC staff's Generic Letter 87-02 (Reference 25), the

'

staff. questioned the appropriateness of the use of earthquake experience based'

data at this interface with rigorously analyzed piping. This item was not

L
reviewed during the current inspection and is still considered open.

!-
t
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(Closed) Unresolved Item EMG-029. Small-Bore Piping Program Sample Size

Inspection Report 50-260/89-36 stated that TVA's original small-bore piping
program plan (References 26 and 27) specified that 'a sample of approximately
10 percent of the small-bore piping progrem scope would be rigorously analyzed
to develop the attributes used in the evaluation of the remainin0 small-bore
piping systems at Browns Ferry. In response to staff questions on the small-
bore program scope (Reference 28), TVA presented additional information on the
scope of the small-bore piping program and the sample size that was rigorously
analyzed in a June 30, 1989 submittal (Reference 29). In the letter, TVA
stated that the rigorous analysis sample fell substantially below the estimated
10 percent projection. TVA presented data showing that additional small-bore
piping and supports has been rigorously analyzed during the generic attribute
evaluation phase of the program. However, with the inclusion of the additional

. rigorously analyzed pipe supports, the number of total pipe supports rigorously
analyzed was still less than 10 percent of the program scope. . Inspection Report
50-260/89-36 stated that TVA agreed to rigorously analyze an additional 100
pipe supports within the scope before Browns Ferry Unit 2 restart. The
analysis of the additional 100 pipe supports and the associated piping would
result in the total rigorous analysis of approximately 10 percent of the Browns

t Ferry Unit 2 restart scope. This item was open pending TVA's written' '

confirmation of the commitment.
.

In a letter to the NRC dated November 6, 1989 (Reference 17), TVA documented
l the commitment to rigorously evaluate an additional 100 supports before

the Browns Ferry Unit 2 restart. On the basis of TVA's commitment, this iteml

is closed.

(Closed) Unresolved Item EMG-030, Soldered Joint Allowable Lirrits
.

.

Inspection Report 50-260/89-36 stated that tubing calculation CD-Q3067-88157,
Revision 0. November 22, 1987, for Instrument 3-PCV-67-69 reported a high

o stress point at a 90-degree union elbow which transitioned from 1/4-inch
copper tubing to 1/8-inch capillary tubing. Based on discussions with SWEC
it was stated that the joint was a soldered connection. The calculation
used a stress allowable of 1.8 Sh and a fillet-weld-based stress intensifi-
cation factor of 1.3 based on the piping desigr criteria. The staff had
requested that TVA provide test data that supported the use of the piping
allowables with a soldered joint. This item was open pending review of
the supporting test data.

During this inspection TVA stated that the joint in question was a
fabricated transition piece from 1/4-inch to 1/8-inch tubing. The staff
reviewed the connection during a field walkdown using sketch 3-PCV677-00-2
September 1,1987, and confirmed that the transition piece was fabricated and
not a soldered joint. The walkdown sRetch showed the transition piece but did
not specify a soldered connection. According to TVA, SWEC assumed the transi-
tion piece was a soldered fillet to obtain a conservative value for the stress ,

intensification factor. The staff agrees that, for this transition piece,
SWEC's assumption of a fillet weld stress intensification factor is conservative.
The staff asked TVA if any soldered fillet joints exist at Browns Ferry.
According to TVA both soldered and brazed joints exist at Browns Ferry, but
no soldered fillet joints were identified in the SWEC tubing programs.

B-13
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Additionally, TVA stated it did not have test data for soldered joints.
During the previous inspection. TVA thought it had available test data to
show the staff. The staff's original concern pertained to a soldered joint,

shaped like a fillet weld at a transition from 1/4-inch to 1/8-inch tubing.
i

Since the joint in question was not a soldered joint, the issue of test data
; is no longer relevant. Both USAS B31.1.0-1967 and the ASME Code contain design

_ provisions and joint geometry requ rements t at are applicable to the remainingi h
soldered and brazed joints. Therefore, the use of the code-allowable stress
limits and code fillet weld stress intensification factors are considered
applicable for these cases. On the basis of the review and field walkdown of

! the tubing and the TVA assurance that no soldered fillet type joints exist in
,

the Browns Ferry seismic Class I tubing, this item is closed.

(Closed) Unresolved Item EMG-031. Evaluation of Structural Frame Loads

Inspection Report 50-260/89-36 stated that tubing support calculation CD-Q3067-
88233, Revision 0, January 13, 1988, associated with instrument 3-PCV-67-69
contained an evaluation of a framed structure containing a tube track with

L seven separate attachment points to the tubing. The calculation contained the
,

! results of STRUDL computer analysis to obtain the structural member loads.
However, the STRUDL analysis did not contain seismic loads resulting from the
frame self-weight excitation. Since the frame structure appeared more massive
than the tubing it was supporting, the staff requested that TVA verify that'

the frame self-weight excitation loads were not significant. This item was
open pending TVA's response.

During this inspection TVA stated that the procedures used for the original
SWEC task S004 did not require formal documentation of the engineer's
judgment on whether self-weight excitation loads were significant. However,
SWEC added the requirement to document the engineer's judgment on self-weight
excition loads in SWEC project procedure BFPP 8-0, Revision 0, which was used
in SWEC task S051. BFPP-8-0 contains guidance for the design of pipe supports
and was also applicable to SWEC's large-bore piping analysis effort that was
reviewed during a previous inspection documented in Inspection Report
50-260/89-15. To address the specific concern related to tubing support
calculation CD-Q3067-88233, SWEC evaluated the effect of the support frame
load and found it did not affect the previous results. This evaluation was
reviewed during the inspection and the results were considered acceptable. In
addition, SWEC reviewed 10 of the 71 support calculations performed under SWEC
task 5004. SWEC's review showed that 5 of the 10 calculations included frame
self-weight excitation loads and 2 contained a documented judgment that the
loads were not significant. SWEC's evaluation of the remaining three support
Calculations showed that self-weight excitation loads were not significant.

During this inspection, 2 of the 10 calculations were reviewed: CD-Q1090-88165
!Revision 0, approved on January 6, 1988, and CD-Q3094-88200, Revision 0,

approved on January 6, 1988. Both of these calculations contained seismic g
load inputs in the STRUDL analysis of the structural frame. On the basis of ,

the results of SWEC's review of a sample of tubing support calculations, it i

appears that frame self-weight excitation loads were adequately considered in
the support analyses. Therefore, this item is closed.

I
!
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TABLE B.1 Unresolved Items

q
1

-l
Inspection Report Number'

' Unresolved Item (URI) 89-15 89-36 89-44

URI EMG-001 0 C

URI EMG-002 0 C

URI EMG-003 0 C

URI EMG-004 0 C

- URI EMG-005 0 0-

-

0 CURI=EMG-006
URI EMG-007 0 C ,

I

- URI EMG-008 0 C

URI-EMG-009 0- C

URI:EMG-010 0 C

URI EMG-011 C

- URI EMG-012 0 C !

URI EMG-013 0 0

URI EMG-014 0 C
'

URI'EMG-015- 0 C'

URI EMG-016 0 0- j

' URI EMG-017- 0 C j

-- URI EMG-018 0 0 ="1

URI EMG-019 0 C

URI EMG-020 0 C |-

URI EMG-021 0 C |

URI EMG-022 0 C- !

URI EMG-023 0 0 :

URI-EMG-024 0 C j
URI EMG-025- 0 C |

' URI EMG-026 0 0 -i
.

0 - C- |URI EMG-027 i

URI EMG-028 0 0

URI EMG-029 0 C y

.URI EMG-030 0 C i

URI EMG-031 0 C .- |

.$

4,-

,
.f

I

O - Item is discussed as open issue in the inspection report
9C - Item is closed in the inspection report
:

!

i
l'

-
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APPENDIX C
y. .

MEETING ATTENDEES

i

C.1 Entrance Meeting - October 16. 1989
.

NAME ORGANIZATION- TITLE

John'R. Fair 'NRC Team Leader
.

Mark Russell. EG&G NRC Consultant
. Frank McDougall Bechtel Project Manager
-Jack Thomison TVA Principal Civil Engineer
W. Gary tupardus- TVA Task Engineer - Small Bore -

-Doug Clark TVA Engineer
p -Amar Sidhh. Bechtel Project Engineer l

TVA- Mechanical Engineer |
' 'Eric.Frevold .

TVA Licensing BFN Site Licensing |Wayne A. Massie
Chris Haynes Bechtel Production Project Engineer a

. ,

"

Jon E. McCord TVA Pipe Stress
Greg V. Miller EG&G NRC Consultant-

Mike Nitzel EG&G NRC Consultant
'

Jon R. Rupert TVA Lead Civil Engineer -j
l
i

h

.

|

|
I
1

i
.

;

4

.

,
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iC.2 Exit Meeting - October 27, 1989
r

ORGANIZATION TITLE'NAME -

John R. Fair NRC Team Leader
Mark Russell. EG&G NRC Consultant ?

Mike Nitzel EG&G NRC Consultant
Greg V. Miller EG&G NRC Consultant -

Eugene Gillen TVA/CEB/EMG Civil Engineer >

= Wayne A. Massie TVA/BFN BFN Site Licensing
:William E. Troutt TVA/BFN QA Evaluator

Frank McDougall BNA. Assistant Project Engineer-

Joe B. Gatewood BNA QA Manager
G. Lee lushbaugh BNA Assistant Project Engineer ;

Jon Rupert TVA - Civil Lead Civil Engineer
-Amar Sidhh- BNA P;oject Engineer
Karl S..Seidle TVA Engineering Mechanics Manager .

'

Patrick Carier TVA/ Licensing Manager Site Licensing
Joe McCarthy TVA/ Licensing Reg. Lic. Supv.
Ron Smith TVA/NE Project Engineer
Charles W. Whithead TVA/NE Program Director
Henry Weber TVA Eng./ Mod Restart Manager+

Larry W. Jones TVA/ Site Quality Assistant SQM
. Don Root TVA/ Contract Mgr.
Jon E. McCord TVA/NE Stress Supervisor
Eric Frevold . _TVA/NE Mechanical ~ Engineer
W. Gary Lupardus TVA/NE Task Engineer - Small Bore
Jack B. Thomison. TVA/NE Principal Engineer - Pipe

Supports ;

i David Tereo NRC/TVAPD Chief. Engineering Branch
William Marini NRC NRC Consultant-
Doug Clark TVA/NE Civil Engineer

:

I
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